An optical cycling center (OCC) is a recently coined term to indicate two electronic states within a complex quantum object that can repeatedly experience optical laser excitation and spontaneous decay, while being well isolated from its environment. Here we present a quantitative understanding of electronic, vibrational, and rotational excitations of the polyatomic SrOH molecule, which possesses a localized OCC near its Sr atom. In particular, we describe the vibrationally-dependent trends in the Franck-Condon factors of the bending and stretching modes of the molecular electronic states coupled in the optical transition. These simulations required us to perform electronic structure calculations of the multi-dimensional potential energy surfaces of both ground and excited states, the determination of vibrational and bending modes, and corresponding Franck-Condon factors. We also discuss the extent to which the optical cycling center has diagonal Franck-Condon factors.
I. INTRODUCTION
Laser cooling and trapping of atoms, enabled by the existence of closed optical cycling transitions, have revolutionized atomic physics and led to breakthroughs in several disciplines of science and technology [1] . These advances enabled the simulation of exotic phases in quantum-degenerate atomic gases, the creation of a novel generation of atomic clocks, matter-wave interferometry, and the development of other highly-sensitive sensors. Temperatures below tens of microkelvin have also allowed the confinement of diatomic molecules, built or associated from laser-cooled atoms, in electric, magnetic, and/or optical traps, where they are isolated from their environment and can be carefully studied.
Achieving similar temperatures for polyatomic molecules, however, remains challenging. Since polyatomic molecules are characterized by multiple degrees of freedom and have correspondingly more complex structures, it is far from obvious whether there exists polyatomic molecules that have the nearly-closed optical cycling transitions required for successful laser cooling. Such transitions could then repeatedly scatter photons.
A diverse list of promising applications for ultracold polyatomic molecules exists. This includes creating novel types of sensors, advancing quantum information science, simulation of complex exotic materials, performing precision spectroscopy to test the Standard Model of particle physics, and, excitingly, the promise of control of quantum chemical reactions when each molecule is prepared in a unique rovibrational quantum state. Moreover, the de Broglie wavelength of colliding ultracold molecules is much larger than the range of intermolecular forces and, thus, the science of the breaking and making of chemical bonds has entered into an unexplored regime.
They succeeded in reducing the translational motion of SrOH to the record low temperature of 750 microkelvin. A significant effort from the scientific community, however, is needed to identify and study the classes of polyatomic molecules with closed optical cycling transitions. In fact, a comprehensive analysis of level structures that are amenable to laser cooling has to be conducted.
Over the decades many spectroscopic studies of molecules consisting of an alkaline-earth metal atom (M) and a ligand have been performed [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] , predominantly to determine their structure.
The simplest polyatomic molecules of this type, the triatomic alkaline-earth monohydroxides M-OH, have attracted particular attention after the discovery of their peculiar ionic chemical bond.
When a ground-state alkaline-earth atom is bound to OH one of its two outer-most ns 2 electrons is transferred to the ligand, leaving the second electron in an open shell molecular orbital localized around the metal atom. This electron can be optically excited without disturbing the atomligand bond leading to so-called highly-diagonal FCFs and efficient optical cycling. High-resolution spectroscopy experiments on CaOH [11] and SrOH [17] were the first to deduce the ionic character of the metal-hydroxide bond. Reference [18] showed that the remaining valence electron can be easily promoted to an excited molecular orbital.
Here, our objective is to better quantify the extent to which polyatomic SrOH is the ideal platform for cooling with a laser light. In contrast to previous studies [6, 19] , we rely on the accurate determination of the multi-dimensional intramolecular interactions or potential energy surfaces (PES) as well as the vibrational and rotational structure of polyatomic molecules. Local and some global properties of the PESs are characterized. This involves locating potential minima, potential avoided crossings as well as conical intersections (CIs), where two adiabatic PESs of the same electronic symmetry touch. In anticipation of future research on ultracold scattering between Sr and OH we represent the PESs and thus the CIs both in terms of adiabatic and diabatic representations. In addition, at near linear geometries, we evaluate the Renner-Teller (RT) parameter [20] for some excited-state potentials.
II. RESULTS

A. Electronic potentials of SrOH
The computation of PESs is crucial for defining the landscape in which the nuclei transverse upon interacting with one another. These surfaces can have many features in the context of their topology that are important for the internal transition mechanisms. We begin by describing our calculation of the ground and excited PESs of strontium monohydroxide SrOH. Past theoretical studies on M-OH were devoted to either spectroscopic characteristics near equilibrium geometries [21] or the PESs for the lighter BeOH and MgOH with fixed O-H separation [22] . Experimental studies of CaOH [16] and SrOH [8, 13, 14] predominantly focussed on their near-equilibrium ro-vibrational structure.
The relevant multi-dimensional PESs have been determined using a combination of coupledcluster (CCSD(T)), equation-of-motion coupled-cluster (EOM-CC), and multi-reference configuration interaction (MRCI) methods. This combination allows us to overcome the limitations of the CCSD(T) and EOM-CC methods associated with their single reference nature and the MRCI method with its limits on the size of active space and characterize multiple avoided crossings between relevant PESs. Since the molecule contains one heavy atom, relativistic effects are embedded into the description of the core electrons. Potentials are presented in the Jacobi coordinates R and r defined in Fig. 1 . For our purposes it is sufficient to determine the PESs, which are only functions of (R, θ, r) in the two-dimensional plane with the OH separation fixed to its diatomic equilibrium separation as the energy required to vibrationally excite OH is large. (We always use r = 1.832a 0 and also suppress the r dependence in our notation.)
The PESs and corresponding electronic wavefunctions are labeled by their total electronic spin angular momentum, here always a doublet or spin 1/2, as well as the irreducible representations of point groups C ∞v for linear geometries and C s otherwise. In particular, we obtain four 2 A and A diabatic PESs. The blue, orange, green, and red curves correspond to states In all panels the zero of energy is set at the energy of a ground-state Sr atom infinitely far away from the ground-state OH(X 2 Π) molecule at its equilibrium bond length. Potential energies are expressed in units of cm −1 , using Planck's constant h and speed of light in vacuum c.
two 2 A potentials using standard notation for the irreducible representations of C s , respectively. The optimized geometry for the ground-state SrOH molecule occurs at θ = 180 • . Its electronic wavefunction has X 2 Σ + symmetry and is ionically bonded. These observations are consistent with spectroscopic data [23] and the semi-empirical analyses of Ref. [24] . The 2 2 A and 3 2 A states also have ionic character and minima at θ = 180 • . In fact, the minima of these three potentials have nearly the same equilibrium coordinates and curvatures providing excellent conditions for optical cycling. These conditions are further discussed in Sec. II C.
The fourth diabatic PES is the shallow excited 4 2 A (F 2 Π) potential with a covalently bonded electronic state that dissociates to Sr( 1 S) and OH(X 2 Π). For large R the ionic PESs correlate to electronically-excited states of the Sr atom. Crucially, we observe that the three ionic diabatic PESs each have a curved line in the (R, θ) plane along which the 4 2 A (F 2 Π) potential equals the energy of the ionic potential. It is worth noting that to good approximation this curve is independent of θ. The 4 2 A (F 2 Π) potential is expected to play a crucial role in the zero-energy dissociation of SrOH to create ultracold OH fragments, an important radical for various scientific applications. are degenerate for linear geometries. Unlike the corresponding 2 A potentials, however, the two 2 A potentials do not possess CIs.
B. Non-adiabatic couplings and conical intersections
The adiabatic 2 A PESs in Fig. 2b are Born-Oppenheimer (BO) potentials [27] that typically used as a starting point in describing scattering and chemical processes. The BO approximation is based on the realization that the motion of nuclei and electrons occur on different time or energy scales and usually only a single PES is required. This leads to a significant simplification of the description of scattering and chemical processes.
For SrOH the BO approximation breaks down when potentials of 2 A symmetry come close and even become degenerate for one or more geometries. Couplings between these potentials can not then be neglected. The corresponding non-adiabatic transition probability for "hopping" between potentials increases dramatically especially for conical intersections and can greatly affect chemical properties [28] .
Our CCSD(T) and EOM-CC calculations only resulted in diabatic PESs V m (R, θ) and electronic wavefunctions |φ m , due to their reliance on a single reference configuration. Here, index m labels states and corresponding PESs. As the diabatic electronic wavefunctions are predominantly described by this single reference configuration, their dependence on R and θ is weak and negligible, and suppressed in our notation.
Coupling matrix elements between the diabatic potentials are constructed by performing lessaccurate MRCI calculations at the SD level with a basis set similar to that used for our CCSD(T)
calculations (details are given in Methods.) Our MRCI calculations rely on two or more reference configurations and thus do lead to adiabatic BO potentials U n (R, θ) and adiabatic electronic wavefunctions |ψ n (R, θ) , where index n labels states. Adiabatic wavefunctions strongly depend on R and θ near crossings or avoid crossings between potentials. We also compute diagonal overlap matrix elements ψ n (R , θ )|ψ n (R, θ) at different geometries within the MRCI method.
Numerically, we find that the general shapes of the CCSD(T) and MRCI potentials are the same.
Specifically, the geometries where diabatic potentials in Fig. 2a for some diabatic index m. Near avoided crossings the adiabatic wavefunction is a superposition of diabatic wavefunctions.
We focus on the coupling matrix element between the diabatic 1 2 A and 4 2 A states near R = 8a 0 as well as those between 1 2 A and 2 2 A near R = 6a 0 . We assume the coupling between the diabatic 2 2 A and 4 2 A states near R = 6a 0 is the same as between the A ones. For each pair of states the adiabatic wavefunctions can then be approximated as the superposition [29]    |ψ n (R, θ)
with indices n, n and m, m , respectively, where mixing angle ϑ(R, θ) is to be determined.
To determine the mixing angle we, first, identify a reference geometry R The mixing angle at other radial geometries is then given by
and the coupling matrix element between the two diabatic states m and m is
In the limit V m (R, θ) → V m (R, θ) this expression needs to be treated carefully. The mixing angle will approach π/4 and only at CIs W mm (R, θ) = 0.
In practice, we parametrize ϑ(R, θ) as we perform MRCI calculations only on a restricted set of geometries (R i , θ j ). We ensure a smooth functional dependence on R at fixed θ by using
where R c (θ) is the curve where 
C. Characterization of optical cycling transitions in SrOH
Laser cooling of SrOH [7] relied on optical cycling transitions between either X 2 Σ + ↔ A 2 Π or We observe a dramatic decrease of the FCFs for v s = 6 and 7, emphasized by a blue shaded area in Fig. 5a . Figure Finally, Ref. [35] proposed that replacing the hydrogen atom in the monohydroxide with larger ligand should not significantly disturb the valence electron of metal-cation so that optical cycling and cooling even larger polyatomic molecule might remain possible. Detailed confirmation of this idea also awaits future research.
IV. METHODS
A. Ab initio methods for the SrOH PESs
We have used the coupled-cluster CCSD(T) method from CFOUR [36] to calculate the ground and first excited diabatic PESs with total electron spin 1/2 of A symmetry (ground state),
A symmetry (first excited state), and the highly excited diabatic PES with spin 1/2 of A symmetry but with completely different reference configuration. They are labeled 1 2 A , 1 2 A and 2 2 A , respectively. The CCSD(T) calculations are based on the atomic bases sets def2- [37] paired with the Stuttgart ECP28MDF effective core potential [38] for Sr, the all electron aug-cc-pVQZ (13s7p4d3f2g)/[6s5p4d3f2g] for O, and aug-cc-pVQZ (7s4p3d2f)/[5s4p3d2f] for H [39] .
For all excited diabatic potentials, 1 2 A , 2 2 A , 3 2 A , 2 2 A , and 4 2 A , we employed the equationof-motion coupled-cluster (EOM-CCSD(dT)) approach, implemented in Q-CHEM, version 5.0 [40] .
The excitation-energy root space for the EOM-CCSD(dT) method spans four roots of A symmetry and two roots of the A symmetry. We use the Stuttgart ECP28MDF relativistic effective core potential [38] that the OH separation is fixed at r = 1.832a 0 .
B. Interpolation of PESs
The four 2 A and two 2 A two-dimensional diabatic SrOH potentials have been computed on a grid in Jacobi coordinates R and θ. In order to find the potential energies at other coordinates we expand the angular dependence of each diabatic PESs in terms of Legendre polynomials P l (cos θ)
for R < 16.5a 0 with L = 9 and radial expansion coefficients U l (R). For separations R > 16.5a 0 the PESs are fit to
with dispersion coefficients C nl . The radial coefficients U l (R) and C nl are determined by the Reproducing Kernel Hilbert Space (RKHS) interpolation method [43] . The two expansions are smoothly joined using
and f (R) = (1 + tanh [α (R − R sw )])/2. The parameter values for describing U l (R), C nl , α, and R sw are available upon request. Within these approximations we have computed several of the energetically-lowest vibrational levels with total angular momentum J p = 0 + and 1 ± of the diabatic 1 2 A (X 2 Σ + ), 2 2 A (A 2 Π), 1 2 A (A 2 Π), and 3 2 A (B 2 Σ + ). We focus on these rotational states as J = 1 → J = 0 transitions from the 1 2 A (X 2 Σ + ) ground state are used in laser cooling of SrOH [7] .
In Table II For the bending mode with quanta v b our theoretical energy differences are larger than those found experimentally, although the difference is no more than 10% for the three electronic states.
Adding a second quanta in the bending mode shows that anharmonic contributions are nonnegligible. We also corroborate the DFT and 2D-DVR results of Nguyen et al. Laser cooling is performed from the J = 1, p = +1 (0, 0, 0) state of the 1 2 A (X 2 Σ + ) PES [7] . We 
